
About the program:
The general option of the Social Science program allows students the greatest amount of flexibility 
when selecting social science courses. It allows you to explore the social sciences before making a 
commitment to a particular subject or area of study. It provides you with a strong background in the 
seven social science disciplines that will allow you to pursue studies in many programs at university.

General Studies in Social Science 
(With or Without Math)

Structured and organized:

Teaching in our Social Science program is structured to ensure that 
courses complement each other. This coherence assures that what you 
are learning is both practical and purposeful while preparing you for 
university studies. Social Science is the study of human behaviour and 
social phenomena through the use of a wide variety of both qualitative 
and quantitative methods. Social Science involves many bodies of 
knowledge including anthropology, economics, geography, history, 
political science, psychology and sociology. Through a variety of courses, 
students will have the opportunity to study human interactions with 
other individuals, groups, institutions, cultures and societies using the 
tools and methods of a social scientist.

The possibilities:

Anthropology, Communications, Education (Including Physical Education), 
English, Foreign Affairs, Geography, History, Industrial Resources, 
Journalism, Law, Literature, Philosophy, Political Science, Public Affairs, 
Religion, Sociology, Specialized Writing (Economics, History, Politics), Social 
Work.

Learning dynamic:

In addition to traditional class lectures, teachers use a wide variety of 
teaching methods to keep classes interesting and dynamic. Multimedia, 
computer simulations, sources from current events and the news, and 
debating are all part of teaching and learning at Champlain College.

Our teachers are dedicated:

The teachers work together with students to discuss, examine and 
debate current social issues and to ensure that students are well 
prepared for university.

You will learn:

Communicate ideas clearly in written and oral formats.

Work effectively as a member of a group.

Use strategies that allow you to reach your short and long-term goal.

Develop comprehensive research skills.

Mathematics is available to students who want to meet certain university 
program entrance requirements. Some restrictions may apply.
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